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Round 10 Women’s Results
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Club news
Please note there will be no meals at the
Clubrooms on Saturday 7 July or Saturday
14 July.

Chocolate boxes are now overdue. Please
return them asap to your Team Manager before the school holiday break.

Under 7 Gold
We have had a couple of great hit outs over the last couple of
weeks with a very skilful Walkerville challenging our Little Superstars last week and a very similar hit out with Ingle Farm this
round. Feedback from last week's game to the kids was that we
lacked some aggression and urgency in being first to the footy
and this was a big focus at our training session with a lot of
ground ball contests reinforcing to the kids that if they wanted
the ball they needed to be first to it.
Captain Maxi took the warm-up and the boys responded well to
his instruction, he also took charge during the game playing a
cracker and set the example for the group. Our little Superstars
were instructed to start the game with dirty knees with one of our
warm-up exercises being a first to the footy ground ball attack
drill to break the ice and get them into the zone.
With our pre-game pump up done and dusted we were set to come out firing but it would be fair to say that Ingle
Farm got the jump on us. A clean possession from the opening bounce, midfield clearance and then a long range
torpedo punt goal all occurring in the first 5 seconds of the game left everybody a bit shell shocked wondering what
had just happened.
Our Burras refocused and struck back with a couple of goals during the term, but the entire quarter was a topsyturvy roller coaster with both teams controlling the play at various times. Liam, Aiden, Will and Noah took to the midfield in the second quarter and controlled the majority of the centre clearances. It was great to see the kids looking
for a target with the centre taps and working into space as this provided some great passages of play originating
from the centre ball ups.
Our forward line capitalised on our midfields success with Alessio bagging 2 for the term and then engaging his teammates
with a handball and the forward line took our tally for the term to
4 goals and 1 point. Our defensive pressure applied by our backline was fantastic with some great tussles with the opposition
and pressuring any forward line player who had the ball resulting
in only a couple of points being conceded for the term. The highlight of this defensive pressure was a shot after the siren by Ingle Farm being smothered by Mason with a subsequent look of
“what I do this every day….no big deal” being a crowd pleaser.
After controlling the second term we possibly took the foot off of
the throttle in the third and our defence was a little sloppy with a
couple of Ingle Farm players being unchecked and running rampant and highlighting an area that we not only needed to act on the day but will work upon during this weeks training session.
The quarter wasn’t all doom and gloom and when the ball did penetrate our forward line Noah and Liam capitalised
and slotted goals. A couple of our normally quieter players in Fletcher and Tyler came alive and were engaged in
the game with smiles from ear to ear with both boys scoring also.
The final term was a repeat of the first with the footy bouncing in and out of both teams’ forward lines like a Federer
v Nadal tennis rally. The sideline applause by both supporter groups was constant and fantastic feedback to the
players about the competitive tussle being put on display by both teams.
During the first half a dozen rounds of the season our group
development was exponential each week and although this may
appear to have slowed slightly I think in actual fact that the quality of our competition has increased with our little superstars
now being challenged more and needing to step up their game
day intensity. Our hand and foot disposal will continue to be
worked on as always but these tight games have been great at
highlighting a couple of other areas in need of improvement and
we will regroup and come out firing once again next week.
Scorers: Al essio Mus ol ino 2-0, Mason Smart 1.1, Jaxxon
Wilson 1.0, Liam Inglis 1-1, Max Johnson 1-0, Noah Bache 1-0,
Brodie Jarvis 1-0, Kooper Riley 1-0, Fletcher McMillan 0-1,
Tyler Oborn 0-1, Jack Hartwell 0.1

Under 9 Blue
This week U9 Blue travelled to play Pooraka on Friday night. Upon arrival we were met with very tough wintery conditions with rain starting just as the boys were commencing their warmup. This week we had Louis, Cameron and
Patrick unavailable to play and Brady was our captain who was also celebrating his birthday. Despite the weather,
the boys completed the warmup with good energy and voice.
As the game commenced the rain had cleared however the earlier rain ensured that the ball spent considerable
time on the ground. The first quarter was an arm wrestle with both teams gaining possessions however the conditions caused a number of turnovers to occur. The longer the quarter went on the boys seemed to be becoming used
to the conditions and were able to move the ball forward a number of times.
In the middle, Jackson and Lochy were started well and Brady was involved in a couple of strong tackles. In the forward line, Harry, Blake and Brandon worked well with limited opportunities. Down the other of field in defence the
boys worked well together ensuring that Pooraka had no easy possessions. A couple of highlights were a couple of
strong tackles from Sam and Jayden. The siren sounded to end what was a very tough first quarter.
After a quick break the boys were back in their positions ready to start the second quarter. Lochy started the quarter
with a clearance from the middle and was able to move the ball into the forward lines with a long kick. After a break
in the first quarter Kadin started the quarter with plenty of run and enthusiasm. In the forward line, Jacob showed
great endeavour and was able to win possession and was unlucky not to score a goal.
Down the other end of the field, the boys continued their impressive start to the game. A couple of highlights was a
great attack on a loose ball by Sam and also a strong mark from Jamison which saved what would have been a certain goal. The siren sounded to bring the first half to an end.
The halftime break gave all an opportunity to have a drink, a quick orange as well as make a few tweaks to our
game play. Rotations were made and the third quarter commenced with some good team play from Jamison and
Sam in the middle. From early in the quarter it was clear that the boys listened to the message at the long break
and were moving the ball faster. Another highlight was a strong mark from Ryan who was able to move the ball on
to Jayden with a nice kick.
In the forward lines, Kadin was busy and scored a great goal. Late in the quarter a highlight was Harry who won the
ball and was able to move the ball with a long kick to Jackson who was able to kick a nice goal. The siren sounded
to end what was another great quarter from the boys.
The message at three quarter time was to ensure that ball movement remained simple and to make sure that our
tackles stopped the Pooraka players. The quarter got off to a good start with the boys in the middle working well
together to move the ball forward. Jamison floated down to the forward lines and was unlucky not to be awarded a
mark after a nice kick from Jackson.
Later in the quarter Ryan took a nice mark and just missed kicking a goal. Others that were busy for the quarter
were Lochy and Sam who teamed up for a great tackle. Austyn was rewarded after a great tackle and was able to
move the ball forward with a long kick. As the quarter went on we were able to maintain control with the ball staying
in our forward lines, this resulted in several shots at goal with Jackson and Jayden both kicking majors. The final
siren sounded to bring the game to an end, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the
club song.
Our game was played in very tough conditions however it was pleasing to see the boys adapt the longer the game
went on. We again played some impressive team footy and scored a number of goals from hard work across the
oval. The improvement from the start of the year is amazing and shows that the boys are certainly using what they
practice at training in games.
As a team we need to ensure that we continue to remain focussed and concentrate on playing team footy regardless of what opposition players are saying or doing – the umpire will reward those who play footy and go in to get
the ball.
Lastly, I would again like thank all the parents that assisted with the game in what was pretty average conditions.
Next week we return to Harpers Field to play Walkerville on Sunday morning. GO BURRAS!

Under 12 Red
Well what a week in footy!! After a good week on the training track the
boys arrived at Salisbury North ready to play.
The sun was out and was looking like a great day for footy. Captain Luke
Scott and Vice Captain Michael Tarzia led the boys out onto the ground
to complete the warm up.
Pumped and ready to play the boys got off to a good start attacking the
ball and moving it freely around the ground. With most of the play going
forward the back line were very disciplined in holding strong and keeping
position.
The midfield were fighting hard to get the congested footy to the forward
lines for the boys up front to finish off an put the score on the board.
The second quarter saw a bit more of a battle but the boys stood their ground and continued to do the team things
and work the ball into the forward lines and apply scoreboard pressure.
After half time we started to open up the paly and kick to open spaces which gave us opportunity to use out pace
and skill to our advantage to play the type of footy we are becoming accustomed too.
With the boys playing disciplined footy they managed to keep the pressure on and keep the scoreboard ticking over
to come away with a very good win against a side that could have easily
got on top of the boys.
Another gutsy win by the boys and it is a great way to go into this
week’s game.
Final Score
Golden Grove – 11.6.72
Salisbury North – 4.1 25
Well done to best players Sam Rudd, Danyle Dobie, Tom Stevens,
Jakson Ray, Jai Arnold, Tyson Hartmann and Zach Bartlett.

Under 14 Girls

Major Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Tailored Sponsors
ADELAIDE OFF ROAD
BRYCES BAKERY
CHICKEN JIM
CHRIS BARRON ENGINEERING
D & S QUALITY MEATS
JARVIS NORWOOD
JOHN’S PRINT CENTRE

FASTA PASTA
PIZZA BITE
ST JAMES FIRST AID
TTG GOLF CLUB
XTREME INFLATABLES
ZAMBRERO

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2018 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________

Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________

Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________

